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MOTION FOR A EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION
on the Annual report on the implementation of the Common Security and Defence
Policy
(2017/2123(INI))
The European Parliament,
–

having regard to the Treaty of Lisbon,

–

having regard to the European Council conclusions of 20 December 2013, 26 June
2015, 15 December 2016, and 22 Jun 2017,

–

having regard to the Annual Report from the Council to the European Parliament on the
common foreign and security policy,

–

having regard to the Annual Report on the implementation of the common foreign and
security policy (2017/2121(INI)),

–

having regard to its resolution of 13 September 2017 on arms export: implementation of
Common Position 2008/944/CFSP1,

–

having regard to the Council conclusions on the Common Security and Defence Policy
of 25 November 2013, 18 November 2014, 18 May 2015, 27 June 2016, 14 November
2016 and 18 May 2017, and the Council conclusions on the EU Global Strategy of
17 July 2017,

–

having regard to the 19th Franco-German Ministerial Council meeting in Paris on
13 July 2017,

–

having regard to the informal meeting of defence ministers and the informal meeting of
foreign affairs ministers (Gymnich) in Tallinn on 6-9 September 2017,

–

having regard to the meeting of EU Ministers of Defence on 30 November 2011,

–

having regard to its resolution of 12 September 2013 on ‘EU’s military structures: state
of play and future prospects’2,

–

having regard to its resolution of 22 November 2016 on the European Defence Union3,

–

having regard to its resolution of 23 November 2016 on the implementation of the
Common Security and Defence Policy4,

–

having regard to its resolution of 16 March 2017 on ‘Constitutional, legal and
institutional implications of a common security and defence policy: possibilities offered

1

Texts adopted, P8_TA(2017)0344.
Texts adopted, P7_TA(2013)0381.
3
Texts adopted, P8_TA (2016)0435.
4
Texts adopted, P8_TA (2016)0440.
2
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by the Lisbon Treaty’1,
–

having regard to its resolution of 5 July 2017 on the mandate for the trilogue on the
2018 draft budget2,

–

having regard to the document entitled ‘Shared Vision, Common Action: A Stronger
Europe – A Global Strategy for the European Union’s Foreign and Security Policy’,
presented by the Vice-President of the Commission / High Representative of the Union
for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy (VP/HR) on 28 June 2016,

–

having regard to the document entitled ‘Implementation Plan on Security and Defence’,
presented by the VP/HR on 14 November 2016,

–

having regard to the communication from the Commission of 30 November 2016 to the
European Parliament, the European Council, the Council, the European Economic and
Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on the European Defence Action
Plan (COM(2016)0950),

–

having regard to the joint declaration of 8 July 2016 by the Presidents of the European
Council and the Commission and the Secretary-General of NATO, the common set of
proposals endorsed by NATO and EU Councils on 6 December 2016 and the Progress
report on the implementation thereof adopted on 14 June 2017,

–

having regard to the Bratislava Declaration of 16 September 2016,

–

having regard to the new defence package presented by the Commission on 7 June 2017
in the press release ‘A Europe that defends: Commission opens debate on moving
towards a Security and Defence Union’,

–

having regard to the Reflection Paper on the Future of European Defence of 7 June
2017,

–

having regard to Eurobarometer 85.1 of June 2016, according to which half of EU
citizens surveyed consider EU action insufficient and two thirds of them would like to
see greater EU engagement through Member States' commitment in matters of security
and defence policy,

–

having regard to the crisis management concept of the Council for a new civilian CSDP
mission in Iraq of 17 July 2017 and to the Council Decision (CFSP) 2017/1425 of
4 August 2017 on a European Union stabilisation action in the Malian regions of Mopti
and Segou,

–

having regard to the EU Policy on Training for CSDP adopted by the Foreign Affairs
Council on 3 April 2017,

–

having regard to the Council Decision of 23 October 2017 on the position to be adopted,
on behalf of the European Union, within the EEA Joint Committee concerning an
amendment to Protocol 31 to the EEA Agreement (Union's Preparatory Action on

1
2

Texts adopted, P8_TA (2017)0092.
Texts adopted, P8_TA (2017)0302.
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Defence Research);
–

having regard to Rule 52 of its Rules of Procedure,

–

having regard to the report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs (A8-0351/2017),

The Union’s strategic environment
1.

Underlines that the rules-based international order and the values defended by Western
democracies, and the peace, prosperity and freedoms which this post-World War II
order guarantees and which correspond to the foundations on which the European
Union is built, are facing an unprecedented number of conventional and hybrid
challenges, as societal, economic, technological and geopolitical trends point to the
growing vulnerability of the world's population to shocks and stresses – such as
interstate conflicts, natural disasters, extreme weather events, water crises, state collapse
and cyber-attacks – that need a united and coordinated response; recalls that security is
a key concern for European citizens; states that the Union’s external action is to be
guided by the values and principles enshrined in Article 21 TEU;

2.

Stresses that no single Member State can alone tackle any of the complex security
challenges we are facing today, and in order for the EU to be able to respond to this
internal and external challenges it needs to step up its efforts towards concrete strong
cooperation in the context of CFSP/CSDP, be an effective global player, which implies
speaking with one voice and acting together, and focus its resources on strategic
priorities; takes the view that it is necessary to tackle the root causes of instability,
which are poverty and raising inequality, bad governance, state collapse and climate
change;

3.

Deplores the fact that transnational terrorist and criminal organisations are increasing in
strength and number, potentially facilitated by the defeat of ISIS/Da'esh and the fact that
its fighters are fleeing, while instability simultaneously spreads in the southern regions
and in the Middle East, as fragile and disintegrating states such as Libya give up on
large ungoverned spaces vulnerable to outside forces; expresses its continued concern
over the transnational dimension of the terrorist threat in the Sahel region; deeply
deplores that the Democratic People's Republic of Korea's ongoing nuclear and ballistic
missile-related activities have generated increased tension in the region and beyond,
posing a clear threat to international peace and security;

4.

Stresses that to the east, Russia’s war against Ukraine is still ongoing, the Minsk
agreements – without which there can be no solution to the conflict – have not been
implemented and the illegal annexation and militarisation of Crimea, and the imposition
of anti-access and area denial systems, continue; is deeply concerned that Russia's
excessive exercises and military activities without international observation, hybrid
tactics, including cyber-terrorism, fake news and disinformation campaigns, economic
and energy blackmail are destabilising the Eastern Partnership countries and the
Western Balkans, as well as are being targeted at Western democracies and increasing
tensions within them; is concerned that the security environment surrounding the EU
will remain highly volatile for years to come; reiterates the strategic importance of the
Western Balkans for the security and stability of the EU and the need to focus and
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strengthen the EU's political engagement towards the region, including by strengthening
the mandate of our Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) missions; is firmly
convinced that in order to overcome the EU's vulnerability there is a need for more
integration as well as coordination;
5.

Deplores the terrorist threat that is quickly expanding both within Europe and beyond its
borders; considers that an incomplete answer on the military level will inevitably lead to
ever-growing internal security threats; urgently calls for an European anti-jihadist pact
that can tackle these threats in an effective manner;

6.

Believes that terrorism represents today one of the key challenges to the security of EU
citizens, requiring swift, firm and coordinated action, both at internal and external level,
in order to prevent further terrorist attacks and to fight its root causes; points out, in
particular, the need to prevent radicalisation, to block any source of financial resources
to terrorist organisations, to tackle terrorist propaganda and block the use of the internet
and social networks for this purpose, including through an automated removal service,
and to improve intelligence sharing between Member States, as well as with third
countries, NATO and other relevant partner organisations; believes that the mandate of
our CSDP missions should include the fight against terrorism in order to contribute
more consequently to deradicalisation programmes, notably EULEX in Kosovo and
EUFOR ALTHEA in Bosnia Herzegovina, countries that are confronted with an
important number of fighters returning from abroad;

7.

Is deeply concerned about the increasingly deadly terrorist threat in the Sahel belt as
well as its extension to Central Africa, and the instability in the East (Syria, Iraq,
Palestine); calls on the VP/HR to ensure that an executive mandate is granted to the
CSDP missions and to intervene in a decisive and determined manner;

8.

Believes that, under the current EU enlargement policy, a credible accession process
grounded on extensive and fair conditionality remains an important tool for promoting
security by enhancing the resilience of countries in the south-eastern Europe;

9.

Believes that in a challenging security environment, and at a moment when the EU and
NATO are endeavouring to broaden and deepen their cooperation, through Brexit the
EU will lose part of its military capability and will possibly no longer be able to benefit
from the UK’s expertise, and vice versa; notes that Brexit gives new momentum to
initiatives that have long been blocked, and could open the door to new proposals;
stresses the importance of continuing close defence cooperation between the EU and the
post-Brexit UK, including in, but not limited to, the areas of intelligence sharing and
counterterrorism; considers that, if it so requests, the UK should also be able to
participate in CSDP missions as part of a new EU-UK defence cooperation relationship;

10.

Welcomes the renewed US commitment to European security; stresses that the EU
stands firmly committed to the transatlantic community of common values and interests;
is at the same time convinced that an accountable and self-confident CFSP is needed
and that, in this context, the EU must become a self-assured foreign-policy actor;

Institutional framework
11.

Believes strongly that, whenever necessary, the EU should take decisive action to
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determine its future, as internal and external security are becoming increasingly
intertwined, and as this has a direct impact on all European citizens; warns that the lack
of a common approach could lead to uncoordinated and fragmented action, allows
multiple duplications and inefficiency and, as a result, would make the Union and its
Member States vulnerable; is therefore of the opinion that the EU should be able to act
effectively along the entire spectrum of internal-external security instruments, up to the
level of Article 42(7) TEU; stresses that the framing of a common Union defence policy
referred to in Article 42(2) TEU has the objective of establishing a common defence
and endowing the Union with strategic autonomy to enable it to promote peace and
security in Europe and in the world; emphasises the practical and financial benefits of
further integrating European defence capabilities;
12.

Underlines that the EU needs to apply the entire tool-box of available policy
instruments – from soft to hard power and from short-term measures to long-term
policies in the area of classical foreign policy, encompassing not only bilateral and
multilateral efforts in diplomacy, development cooperation, civilian and economic
instruments, emergency support, crisis prevention and post-conflict strategies, but also
peacekeeping and peace-enforcing, also in line with the civilian and military means
described in Article 43(1) TEU – in order to cope with the rising challenges; believes
that the CSDP should be built on the principle that European security cannot be
guaranteed by relying merely on military assets; considers that EU foreign actions
should include an assessment of their impact on EU´s people-centred strategic interests
of enhancing human security and human rights, strengthening international law and
promoting sustainable peace; underlines the need for the EEAS to step up its capacities
to better anticipate crises and counter security challenges at the point of their inception;
stresses the need for a more coherent and better coordinated interaction between
military, civilian, development and humanitarian actors;

13.

Welcomes the visible progress made in framing a stronger European defence stance
since the adoption of the EU Global Strategy on Foreign and Security Policy (EUGS) in
June 2016; welcomes, in particular, the launching of a European Defence Fund (EDF),
the proposed scaling-up of the Preparatory Action on Defence Research and the
legislative proposal for a European Defence Industrial Development Programme
(EDIDP); calls on the Member States to increase their future financial contributions to
the EU budget in order to cover all additional costs incurred by the EU in connection
with the EDF;

14.

Welcomes EFTA’s adhesion to the preparatory action on defence research, and
welcomes in particular the Norwegian contribution of EUR 585 000 for 2017; expresses
its wish that Norway may continue to participate in Union-funded programmes that
have defence implications or are in the defence remit;

15.

Calls on the Commission and the VP/HR, to keep Parliament immediately and fully
informed at all stages about any conclusion of, or amendment to, international
agreements that have defence implications or are in the defence remit; considers that
any third-country financial contribution has important budgetary implications for the
Union, as a third country could affect the Union's financial interests in a manner well
beyond the size of its contribution by withholding necessary export licenses; stresses
that where third parties contribute to Union-funded programmes that have defence
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implications or are in the defence remit, Parliament expects the Commission and the
VP/HR to assess the impact of such participation as regards the Unions' strategic
policies and interests before making a proposal, and to inform Parliament about this
assessment;
16.

Highlights the facts that the Commission and an increasing number of Member States
have committed themselves to launching the European Defence Union (EDU) and that
there is a strong support for this among European citizens; stresses that this corresponds
to a demand from EU citizens and from Parliament, notably through numerous appeals
expressed in its previous resolutions; highlights the greater efficiency, and the
elimination of duplication and reduction of costs, that will result from stronger
European defence integration; stresses, however, that the launch of a real EDU requires
continued political will and determination; urges the Member States to commit
themselves to a common and autonomous European defence, and to aim to ensure that
their national defence budgets amount to at least 2 % of their respective GDPs within a
decade;

17.

Is convinced that the only way to increase the Union’s ability to fulfil its military tasks
is to increase efficiency significantly with regard to all aspects of the processes that
generate military capabilities; recalls that the EU-28 spends 40 % of its GDP total on
defence, but only manage to generate 15 % of the capabilities that the USA gets out of
the same processes, which points to a very serious efficiency problem;

18.

Calls on the VP/HR and the Commission to act on Parliament’s calls for an EU Security
and Defence White Book in the context of preparing the next Multiannual Financial
Framework (MFF), as requested in Parliament’s resolutions of 22 November 2016, 23
November 2016 and 16 March 2017; considers that building the EDU, linking the its
strategic orientation with EU contributions to capability development and shaping the
European institutional framework for defence, are elements that need to be underpinned
by an interinstitutional agreement; stresses that with a comprehensive and trustworthy
effort on the part of all stakeholders it is possible to increase the scope and efficiency of
defence spending; calls for a powerful role in this process to be defined for neutral
countries such as Austria and Sweden, without calling into question the neutrality of
individual Member States;

19.

Stresses that, in addition to a description of the strategic environment and the strategic
ambitions, the EU Security and Defence White Book should identify, for the next MFF,
the required and available capabilities, as well as any capability shortfalls, in the form
of the EU Capability Development Plan (CDP), and should be complemented by a
broad outline of the intended Member State and Union actions under the MFF and in the
longer term;

20.

Welcomes the newly demonstrated political will to make CSDP more effective;
supports any attempt to unleash the full potential of the Lisbon Treaty by making
cooperation between Member Stakes work, and to make the operationally relevant
capabilities for fulfilling Article 43(1) TEU tasks available, by:
a) urgently installing the start-up fund as foreseen by the Treaty in order to allow fast
deployment of operations;
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b) establishing permanent structured cooperation (PESCO) on those military aspects
that are necessary to implement CSDP tasks such as permanently pooled military units;
c) reforming the intergovernmental joint financing mechanism Athena in order to
operationalise solidarity between those Member States that can only contribute
financially and those that can only contribute with troops to a CSDP operation;
d) making pooling and sharing of capabilities the rule and not the exception, and
moving towards the implementation of a majority of the 300 proposals presented by the
28 Chiefs of Defence in 2011;
e) pooling national resources with regard to research, development, procurement,
maintenance and training;
f) coordinating national defence planning (Coordinated Annual Review on Defence,
CARD) as currently planned;
g) initiating common rules for military certification and a common policy on security of
supply;
h) enforcing, on the part of the Commission, internal market rules in line with the 2009
Defence Procurement Directive with regard to national defence procurement projects;
21.

Welcomes the Commission’s intention to propose a specific programme for defence
research, with a dedicated budget and own rules, under the next MFF; stresses that
Member States should make additional resources available to that programme, without
interfering with existing framework programmes funding research, technological
development and innovation, as requested in Parliament’s resolution of 5 July 2017;
renews its previous calls on the Commission to provide for Union participation in
defence research and development programmes undertaken by Member States, or
jointly with industry where appropriate, as referred to in Articles 185 and 187 TFEU;

22.

Welcomes the Commission’s proposal for a EDIDP; underlines that any Union action to
support, coordinate or supplement the actions of the Member States in the defence remit
should have the objective of contributing to the progressive framing of a common
defence policy, as referred to, inter alia, in Article 2(4) TFEU, and therefore of covering
common development, standardisation, certification and maintenance, leading to
cooperative programmes and a higher degree of interoperability; calls on the
Commission to promote the new EDIDP as widely as possible, and, in particular, to
encourage SMEs to participate in joint, cross-border projects;

23.

Considers that exports by Member States of weapons, ammunitions and defence-related
goods and services form an integral part of EU foreign, security and defence policy;

24.

Urges the Council to take concrete steps towards the harmonisation and standardisation
of the European armed forces, in accordance with Article 42(2) TEU, in order to
facilitate the cooperation of armed forces personnel under the umbrella of a new EDU,
as a step towards the progressive framing of a common EU defence policy;

25.

Stresses that the use of all possibilities provided for in the Treaty would improve the
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competitiveness and functioning of the defence industry within the single market by
further stimulating defence cooperation through positive incentives, targeting projects
that Member States are not able to undertake, reducing unnecessary duplication and
promoting a more efficient use of public money; is of the opinion that the outputs of
such strategic cooperative programmes have great potential as dual-use technologies
and, as such, bring extra added value to Member States; emphasises the importance of
developing European capabilities and an integrated defence market;
26.

Calls for the establishment of precise and binding guidelines to provide a well-defined
framework for future activation and implementation of Article 42(7) TEU;

27.

Calls on the Commission, the Council and the VP/HR to engage, together with
Parliament, in an interinstitutional dialogue on the progressive framing of a common
defence policy; stresses that, under the next MFF, a fully-fledged EU defence budget
should be established for all the internal aspects of CSDP and that a doctrine for its
implementation should be developed within the remit of the Lisbon Treaty; underlines
the need for a revision of the Athena mechanism in order to widen the range of
operations considered as a common cost and incentivise participation in CSDP missions
and operations;

28.

Points out that this new defence budget will have to be financed through new resources
in the next MFF;

29.

Believes that decision-making on CSDP issues could be more democratic and
transparent; proposes, therefore, to turn its Subcommittee on Security and Defence
(SEDE) into a fully fledged parliamentary committee, enabling it to gain greater powers
of scrutiny and accountability over the CSDP and to play a prominent role in its
implementation, in particular by scrutinising legal acts pertaining to security and
defence;

30.

Regrets the lack of cooperation and information-sharing among security and
intelligence services in Europe; believes that more cooperation between intelligence
services could help counter terrorism; calls, in this regard, for the establishment of a
fully fledged European intelligence system;

Permanent Structured Cooperation
31.

Welcomes the willingness of Member States to make binding commitments within the
CSDP framework, thereby implementing an ambitious and inclusive Permanent
Structured Cooperation (PESCO), and calls for its swift establishment by the Council;
underlines that the desired inclusiveness of participation must not compromise either
full commitment to the CSDP or a high level of ambition among participating Member
States; points to the necessity to set clear participation criteria, leaving other Member
States the option to join at a later stage; believes that activities within PESCO should
always be in full alignment with CSDP;

32.

Stresses that PESCO should develop within the EU framework and that it should benefit
from effective Union support, in full respect of Member States’ competences in
defence; renews its call for appropriate PESCO funding to be provided from the Union
budget; considers that participation in all Union agencies and bodies falling under the
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CSDP, including the European Security and Defence College (ESDC), should be made
a requirement under PESCO; renews its call for the EU Battlegroup System to be
considered as a common cost under the revised Athena mechanism;
33.

Stresses that it is necessary to ease the administrative procedures that are unnecessarily
slowing down the generation of forces for CSDP missions and the cross-border
movement of rapid response forces inside the EU; calls on the Member States to
establish an EU-wide system for the coordination of rapid movement of defence force
personnel, equipment and supplies for the purposes of CSDP, where the solidarity
clause is invoked and where all Member States have an obligation to provide aid and
assistance by all the means in their power, in accordance with Article 51 of the UN
Charter;

34.

Demands the establishment of a fully fledged EU civilian-military strategic
headquarters under PESCO – to be composed of the existing Military Planning and
Conduct Capability (MPCC), the Civilian Planning and Conduct Capability (CPCC),
and the Crisis Management and Planning Directorate (CMPD) – providing a platform
for integrated operational support throughout the entire planning cycle, from the initial
political concept to detailed plans;

35.

Encourages the Member States participating in PESCO to set up a permanent 'European
Integrated Force', composed of divisions of their national armies, and to make it
available to the Union for the implementation of the CSDP as foreseen by
Article 42(3) TEU;

36.

Considers that a common cyber defence policy should be one of the first building
blocks of the European Defence Union; encourages the VP/HR to develop proposals for
establishing, within the framework of PESCO, an EU cyber defence unit;

Defence Directorate-General
37.

Calls for the evaluation, in close coordination with the VP/HR, of the opportunity to
establish a Directorate-General for Defence within the Commission (DG Defence),
which would drive the Union’s actions to support, coordinate or supplement the actions
of the Member States aimed at the progressive framing of a common defence policy, as
foreseen by Article 2 TFEU;

38.

Considers that the proposed DG Defence should have the responsibility to ensure open
borders for the free movement of troops and equipment, as a necessary prerequisite for
ensuring the degree of strategic autonomy, inter-operability, security of supply,
standardisation and military certification arrangements required for: EU contributions to
programmes under the CSDP and PESCO; EU-funded defence research; the EU’s
strategic autonomy; the competitiveness of Europe’s defence industry, including SMEs
and mid-cap companies forming the European defence supply chain; and the
interinstitutional arrangements in the defence remit, including the EU Security and
Defence White Book; stresses that the proposed DG Defence should contribute to better
coordination of tasks among the various actors with a view to achieving greater policy
coherence and consistency;

39.

Underlines that the proposed DG Defence should work in liaison with the European
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Defence Agency (EDA); considers that the EDA should be the implementing agency for
Union actions under the European Capabilities and Armaments policy, where this is
foreseen by the Lisbon Treaty; renews its call on the Council to ensure that the
administrative and operational expenditure of the EDA is funded from the Union
budget; notes that EDA's increasing new roles and responsibilities should be followed
by an increase of its budget, stressing at the same time that the possible establishment of
a DG Defence, and renewed efforts to make CSDP more effective, should not lead to
resources being diverted to the growth of bureaucratic structures and to duplicating
structures;
Coordinated strategic and annual defence reviews
40.

Welcomes the strategic review of the EU’s Capability Development Plan (CDP) due to
be completed in spring 2018; underlines that the CDP will serve to foster collaboration
among Member States in efforts to fill capability gaps in the context of the EDA;

41.

Welcomes the establishment of the Coordinated Annual Review on Defence (CARD)
process; considers that CARD should contribute to the standardisation and
harmonisation of the investments and capabilities of national armed forces in an
effective manner, ensuring the Union’s strategic and operational autonomy and
coherence, and allowing Member States to invest more efficiently together in defence;
welcomes the proposal to launch a trial run in 2017;

42.

Encourages Member States to explore the possibility of joint procurement of defence
resources;

43.

Emphasises that CARD should be based on the EU Security and Defence White Book
and the CDP, and should address the full spectrum of CSDP-related capabilities, in
particular those of the Member States participating in PESCO; considers that CARD
should deliver a set of concrete proposals to fill gaps and identify where Union action
would be appropriate, to be taken into account in EU budget planning for the following
year; underlines the need for the Commission and the EDA to work together in
designing the annual work programmes under the capability and research windows of
the proposed EDF; points out that the EDA should have a distinct role not only in
designing the programme, but also in the management of projects financed from the
capability window;

44.

Stresses the need for close coordination of all CSDP-related activities, in particular
CARD, PESCO and the EDF;

45.

Considers that the Commission should take up the results of CARD and initiate an
interinstitutional agreement that establishes the scope and funding of subsequent Union
actions; considers that, drawing on the interinstitutional agreement, the Council and the
Commission should take the necessary decisions in their respective remits to authorise
such actions; calls for interparliamentary cooperation on defence to review CARD, and
for the subsequent development of defence capabilities on a regular basis;

CSDP missions and operations
46.

Thanks the more than six thousand women and men who have given good and loyal
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service in the Union’s civilian and military missions on three continents; values these
missions as Europe’s common contribution to peace and stability in the world; regrets,
however, that the efficiency of these missions can still be jeopardised by structural
weaknesses, uneven contributions from Member States and unsuitability to the
operational environment, deploring in particular the limitations in the CSDP missions
mandate; stresses, in this context, the need for real effectiveness that can only be
achieved with the provision of proper military equipment, and urges the Council and the
VP/HR to make use of the possibilities provided for in Article 41.2 TEU to this end;
welcomes the increase in Member States’ defence spending in support of our service
members; takes the view that this trend needs to be sustained, strengthened and
coordinated at EU level; calls for effective measures to be taken to ensure that lessons
learned and experience gained as regards the human dimension of CSDP missions are
assessed and taken into account when future CSDP missions are designed;
47.

Welcomes the presentation of the first annual report on the CSDP by the VP/HR;
believes, however, that this report should not be of quantitative nature only, describing
achievements with statistical data and detailed information, but also focus in the future
on evaluating the political impact of CSDP activities in improving the security of our
citizens;

48.

Calls on the VP/HR, the Commission and Member States to orient CSDP missions and
operations more toward the priorities of the EU Global Strategy as well as the local and
regional realities;

49.

Believes in the need to contribute further to crisis management and prevention and,
specifically, to provide assistance to the reconstruction and stabilisation of Iraq;
welcomes the recent decision by the Council to launch a new civilian CSDP mission in
support of security sector reform in Iraq, and expects that the EU takes over the
international lead in this area, including in counter-terrorism and civilian reconstruction;
calls on the EU to ensure that this time there will be better coordination among
participating Member States, and with regional as well as local actors;

50.

Welcomes the activities of EU NAVFOR Med and asks the VP/HR and the Member
States to increase the support for local security actors on the southern shore of the
Mediterranean;

51.

Expects from the VP/HR and the Council that EUBAM Libya will be relaunched at the
occasion of the renewal of the mandate reaching out to local security actors on Libya's
southern borders; calls on the VP/HR and the Member States to come up with fresh
ideas on how to tackle the security concerns in the Sahel zone by linking it to EUBAM
Libya within its comprehensive and integrated approach and in support of the GermanFrench initiative; welcomes the Council decision of 4 August 2017 on a European
Union stabilisation action for Mali in the Mopti and Segou regions; calls, in this regard,
on the VP/HR to inform Parliament how this measure interacts with CSDP missions and
operations in the region;

52.

Welcomes the success of Operation EUFOR ALTHEA in Bosnia and Herzegovina in
achieving a military end state; is, however, concerned that the political end state has not
yet been achieved;
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53.

Welcomes the recent establishment of a nucleus for a permanent EU operational
headquarters, the Military Planning and Conduct Capability (MPCC), as demanded by
Parliament in its resolution of 12 September 2013, as it is a precondition for effective
planning, command and control of common operations; calls on the Member States to
staff it with adequate personnel so that it becomes fully functional, and to task it to plan
and command executive military CSDP operations such as EUFOR ALTHEA;

54.

Considers that, as a consequence of the UK’s announcement of withdrawal from the
Union, the command option of EU NAVFOR Somalia / Operation Atalanta needs to be
reviewed; stresses the success of the operation, thanks to which not a single vessel has
been boarded by pirates since 2014; welcomes the extension of the operation until 2018;

55.

Notes that only 75 % of the positions in civilian CSDP missions are filled; regrets, in
this regard, that the EU staff regulations, which would provide better conditions and
protection to mission staff, do not apply to personnel employed by the missions even
though they are funded from the Union budget; is convinced that this impedes the
effectiveness of the missions; urges the Member States to ensure that all vacant posts in
all missions are swiftly filled;

56.

Welcomes the adoption of the EU Policy on Training for CSDP and the important role
the European Security and Defence College (ESDC) plays as central training institution
embedded within the CSDP structures; calls on the Member States to provide adequate
financial, personnel and infrastructural resources for the ESDC;

57.

Regrets that Member States are failing to deploy in a swift manner the staff necessary
for the preparatory and set-up stages of civilian CSDP missions; welcomes, in this
context, the proposal developed jointly by the EEAS and Commission services for a
multi-layered approach in order to speed up the deployment of civilian CSDP missions;

58.

Encourages further efforts to speed up the provision of financing for civilian and civilmilitary missions and to simplify decision-making procedures and implementation;
believes, in this context, that the Commission should introduce, by delegated acts in
accordance with Article 210 of the Financial Regulation, specific procurement rules to
the crisis management measures under the CSDP in order to facilitate the rapid and
flexible conduct of operations;

59.

Welcomes the establishment of the Mission Support Platform (MSP) in 2016; regrets
the limited size and scope of the MSP, and reiterates its call for further progress towards
a shared services centre that would allow further efficiency gains by providing a central
coordination point for all mission support services;

60.

Urges the EEAS and the Council to step up their ongoing efforts to improve cyber
security, in particular for CSDP missions, inter alia by taking measures at EU and
Member State levels to mitigate threats to the CSDP, for instance by building up
resilience through education, training and exercises, and by streamlining the EU cyberdefence education and training landscape;

61.

Believes that the EU and its Member States face an unprecedented threat in the form of
state-sponsored cyber attacks as well as cyber crime and terrorism; believes that the
nature of cyber attacks makes them a threat that needs an EU-level response;
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encourages the Member States to provide mutual assistance in the event of a cyber
attack against any one of them;
62.

Calls on the Member States to apply full burden sharing to military CSDP missions by
progressive enlargement of common funding toward full common funding, which
should enable and encourage more Member States to contribute their capabilities and
forces, or just funds; underlines the importance of reviewing the Athena mechanism in
this regard and of covering all costs related to the financing of military CSDP
operations;

63.

Urges the Council to act in accordance with Article 41(3) TEU and to adopt without
delay the decision of establishing a start-up fund for the urgent financing of the initial
phases of military operations for the tasks referred to in Article 42(1) and Article 43
TEU; urges the Council to resolve current problems with financing hybrid missions;
calls for more flexibility in the EU's financial rules in order to support its ability to
respond to crises and for the implementation of existing Lisbon Treaty provisions;

EU-NATO cooperation
64.

Believes that, in the current context, the strategic partnership between the EU and
NATO is fundamental to addressing the security challenges facing the Union and its
neighbourhood; considers that the EU-NATO Joint Declaration and the subsequent
implementation actions have the potential to move cooperation and complementarity to
a higher level and to mark a new and substantive phase of the strategic partnership;
welcomes the common set of 42 proposals, of which as many as 10 seek to increase
resilience against hybrid threats, aimed at strengthening both cooperation and
coordination between the two organisations; notes that this work will be taken forward
in the spirit of full openness and transparency, in full respect of the decision-making
autonomy and procedures of both organisations, and will be based on the principles of
inclusiveness and reciprocity without prejudice to the specific character of the security
and defence policy of any Member State; praises the cooperation being undertaken in
combating cyber threats, developing strategic communications and coordinating
maritime activities and joint exercises, and points to the excellent cooperation and
complementarity of the EU's Operation Sophia and NATO's Operation Sea Guardian;
welcomes as well the publication in June 2017 of the two organisations’ first joint
implementation report and the progress made in implementing the common set of
proposals, and calls for continued progress; stresses the EU’s full commitment to the
transatlantic community of common values and interests;

65.

Notes that a stronger EU and a stronger NATO are mutually reinforcing; considers that
Member States need to increase their efforts to act both within an EDU and as
autonomous regional security providers, and in a complementary role within NATO,
where appropriate; notes that, as set out in EUGS, the EU must contribute to: (a)
responding to external conflicts and crises; (b) building the capabilities of partners; and
(c) protecting the Union and its citizens; welcomes the set of initiatives that are
underway to implement EUGS in the field of security and defence, to develop stronger
relations between the EU and NATO, and to enable EU Member States to engage in
defence research and develop defence capabilities together; is of the opinion that the
security and protection of Europe will increasingly depend on both organisations acting
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within their remits; calls for efforts to improve cooperation in countering hybrid threats,
including through the European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats,
and in the exchange of information and intelligence;
66.

Stresses the importance of cooperation and integration in cyber security, not only
between Member States, key partners and NATO, but also between different actors
within society;

CSDP partnerships
67.

Stresses that partnerships and cooperation with countries that share EU’s values
contribute to the effectiveness and the impact of the CSDP; welcomes, in this regard,
the contributions of Albania, Australia, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Georgia, the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, New Zeeland, Norway,
Serbia, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine and the United States;

68.

Welcomes the signature of the EU-US Acquisition and Cross-Servicing Agreement
(ACSA) of 7 December 2016; calls on the VP/HR to inform Parliament about how this
agreement has improved the conditions for, and protection of, CSDP mission staff;

69.

Invites the VP/HR and the Member States to establish EU military attachés in EU
delegations contributing to the implementation of the strategic objectives of the Union;

70.

Welcomes the proposal of the Commission to review the Instrument contributing to
Stability and Peace (IcSP) in order to support actions carried out under the Capacity
Building in Support of Security and Development (CBSD) initiative, which will enable
the EU to fund capacity building and resilience and help strengthen the capabilities of
partner countries; encourages the EEAS and the Commission to implement the CBSD
initiative without delay, to improve the effectiveness and sustainability of CSDP
missions and to provide a more flexible and integrated EU approach that takes
advantage of civil-military synergies;
°
°

71.

Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the European Council, the Council,
the Commission, the Vice-President of the Commission / High Representative of the
Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, the Secretary-General of NATO, the EU agencies in the space, security and
defence fields, and the governments and national parliaments of the Member States.
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MINORITY OPINION
on the Annual Report on the implementation of the Common Security and Defence
Policy (CSDP) (2017/2123(INI))
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Rapporteur: Michael Gahler
Minority Report tabled by GUE/NGL MEPs Sabine Lösing, Takis Hadjigeorgiou,
Miguel Urban Crespo, Javier Couso Permuy
The report presses for a Military Union with strong capabilities, supports the European Defence
Fund, Defence research and the Defence Industrial Development Programme which benefits
the profits of EU defence industries and the military-industrial complex. The report pushes for
the swift activation of Permanent Structured Cooperation; demands an EU White Book on
Defence, stronger EU-NATO cooperation, enhanced civil-military cooperation and the
establishment of a DG - Defence i.a. responsible for open borders for the free movement of
troops and equipment.
We object to the report since it:
 calls for stronger EU-NATO cooperation and stronger mandate of CSDP missions
 demands from Member States increased defence expenditure - NATO capacity goal
(min. 2% of GDP for defence spending, which means ca. 100 billion EUR more till
2020) and more financial contributions to the EU budget for the Defence fund and a
fully-fledged EU defence budget in the next MFF
 demands the extension of ATHENA mechanism beyond parliamentary control
 welcomes the reform of the civilian Instrument contributing to Stability and Peace,
which allows now to fund also military training & equipment
We demand:
 the strict interpretation of article 41(2) TEU that prohibits to use the EU-budget for
expenditure arising from operations having military or defence implication;
 no military funding from EU-budget;
 radical (including CBRN) disarmament on EU and global levels and the transfer of
funds from military to social and development budgets;
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